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About This Game
Evolo.SpiderSim is an exciting real-time strategy game with sandbox elements.
Collect resources, build new creatures and buildings. Develop your underground colony of spiders!
Control your creatures, explore new territories and create your own unique colony.
If you like thoughtful and complex sandboxes, you are not afraid to immerse yourself in the mechanics of this game, then you
will be satisfied.
Welcome to the world of Evolo. Chaotic world of evolution.
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You play as Jane, who hunts Others with her adopted brother Jace. Jace was cursed by one of the Others, which are sort of
witches. Others have been plaguing mankind for some time. You have managed to track down the Other who cursed Jace so
long ago. But she is also hunting you\u2026
The plot is thrilling, the minigames entertaining, and the HO scenes are fun. Worth the price.. This is an amazing free shooter,
one I would gladly pay a one time fee for. As there isn't, I've supported the developers by buying membership when I can
(which has neat perks too)
Think a mix between Starcraft, Halo CE and Battlefield 2142. The result is PlanetSide 2. Many of the complaints in the other
reviews are valid, albeit a little harsh (in my opinion). For instance, the jumping is rather floaty, but once you get used to it, I
found it fairly okay. Landing on a single block is frustrating and challenging and too precise, but this isn't needed in very many
cases. The levels are mostly very simple, in some cases invole find the hidden block. Intentional soft locks that force you to
restart the level is poor level design, but (again) not so frequent that it became a problem for me.
With all of these problems, I still enjoyed it. I played through the entire thing in one sitting (106 minutes to 100%) without
getting bored or overly frustrated, which is more than I can say about many games.
Is it worth $11? Maybe not at this point. But with more refined level design, and a few minor tweaks to the controls, it definitely
could be.. This is a must have for a Dragonball Z fan such as myself.
The game's great and I highly recommend it, specially when it's on discount.. Looking for a grueling horror experience with welldesigned setpieces and well-timed jumpscares? Well, look elsewhere cuz that isn't what this game is about.
I came into this game with little to no understanding of what it was or how to play it (or any roguelike game for that matter). For
the first couple hours, I heartfully denied any stealth element of the game, running about willy-nilly, smashing junkies with
boards and popping Amnesia monsters with my faithful sidearm. And I died. A. Lot. Doesn't help that I believe that games
should be enjoyed with a cold beer (or 5), and I played and I died and I played and I died. And I hated it.
I went through to double-check this, almost every negative review has less than 2 hours of gameplay and had I written this
review in the same amount of time, I would have added my voice to theirs, decrying the buggy gameplay and the long
meandering levels. When you get further than you ever have and a tidal wave of spiders have you swinging futilely like a child at
a pi\u00f1ata party until you collapse, defeated, there is an instant of rage where you want to cast the game down the darkest
hole... Then you reload and try again.
Even while this game drove me crazy, I came to realize that the real problem I was having was a lack of understanding. Fellow
Youtubers will find that this is not an easy game to film, as the random generation means you do not know when the action is
coming and if you play this without patience, you will only get so far. So I improved. I evolved. On Day One, I was a stumbling
fool, with all the stealth of a water buffalo wearing tap shoes. By Day 8, I was a ninja, creeping through every room and quietly
collecting goods, distracting monsters with a well-timed flare, smacking flaming, floating heads out of the air with ease, and
those spiders? I went John Goodman on them ("Arachnophobia" reference, for those under 30).
I dodged monsters and grabbed coins, buying (very expensive) upgrades, and as I slowed my own pace, I allowed the atmosphere
to finally get to me. Though you see the same rooms often, this also helps you learn them and know just where to go to get
collectibles in a hurry, and the dark setting and ambient sounds through my headphones began to unnerve me, until I would hear
the distant beep-beep-beep that signified the end of the level was just a little further. Though I have many, many games to play,
I was finding myself coming back to Phantasmal to push myself harder, to get a little further, and I was rewarded for it.
Everything is random, so after playing the game for a week, when a new scare occurred, it took me completely by surprise
because I thought I had already seen everything, and I soon realized how wrong I was.
When I finally completed the first chapter, I was elated, then confused, as I thought I was going to have to start back at the
beginning and again, I had an urge to say "That's it, no more, I've paid my dues, dammit!" And then I began again. With all the
practice during my early days of hardcore failing, the second chapter turned out to have its own differences, and I have a feeling
there are some new enemies I have yet to face, new strategies to formulate, and more detail to a story that I at first scoffed at,
but over time, realized might be more intriguing than I first thought. I wasn\u2019t even filming as I breezed through the second
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chapter, and when things took a new turn, I was scrambling to set up equipment and I learned again not to underestimate this
game.
As a closing thought, this game is a challenge. While some bugs drive me crazy, there is an active community discussion board
that includes personable developers LISTENING to their players, giving guidance and seeking to improve where they can. This
is a game that charms over time; don't be one of those gamers that tries to play just enough to get in a flippant review. The
game's unforgiving perma-death adds tension and makes survival meaningful, and reminded me of the old times in videogames
where there was no Quick Save, no easy mode; you didn't buy games for a quick experience, they were meant to challenge you
for weeks, as this one did. If you're willing to put some time into a game, take failures as learning experiences, and tolerate
some (occasionally exceedingly comical) bugs, all surrounded by a dark, brooding atmosphere, give Phantasmal a try.
You can watch my own personal journey from "game hater" to "gaming harder," monster-bait oaf to flare-slingin', sneakitysneak ninja yourself at Beard+Beer Gaming. Laugh at my idiocy in the first few episodes, and witness my learning curve get its
swerve by Ep 4 or 5, then test yourself.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gzDY2_cP9E8. This game is a an absolute gem, I picked it up today and haven't put it
down.
If you're into casual, arcade style game play, then POPixel is going to be right up your alley.
Stunning and vibrant pixel art visuals. Cute and catchy music, it doesn't get annoying or repetitive. And just really solid, smooth
controls and game play mechanics.
Total bargain at \u00a31.43, I'll be gifting this to some friends.. The game Steam refunds were invented for.
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Funny and very cute. Every level makes you want to complete it as perfect as possible. Brony mode is a nice feature for people
like me, because i personally like the pony plushies more.
It's easier on the PC than on Android.
Not much to say, except the graphics that are sometimes blurry like for example in the menu. Other than that it is what it is and
it is good at that.. There isnt much censored to begin with, but i am definitely not saying there is something wrong with a little
bit of extra oppai and pantsu...
The best part, this DLC is free! What are you waiting for? Stop reading reviews and get this DLC! (You probably
already have it though...). Played last night for the first time and absolutely love the potential of this game. It obviously
has some bugs but it is in an alpha\/early access phase. I love being able to find cosmetics in game and keep them after
and the in-game money system is fun and unique. I look forward to seeing this game as it becomes more polished and
the community grows. It has massive potential and is really fun to play. Watch out for bad reviews that talk about the
optimization and graphics, the game is in early access so this is to be expected. So far I like what I see.. I absolutely
loved this game! Worth every penny. If you loved King's Quest or Quest for Glory, this game is definitely for you!.
Another part of the series of the game Viki Spotter. The game is childish, but even an adult might like it. The search
for differences is very addictive, at first you look at it skeptically, but you do not notice how you get involved and finish
the game. There are tips, and endless, which greatly facilitates the passage of the game. All achievements are easy. Out
of the 119 games I own, this is definitely one of the best games.. A very, very cool music-driven puzzler. The songs are
very calming, and the puzzles are not overwhelming, but very enjoyable to solve. Would have liked to have support for
1080p, things were a bit pixelated for me, but the music is the main factor, not the visuals.
It is $6, which is amazing, you do not tend to get this good of a game for such a low price.
You won't regret buying this game!. this game is suck :), but i recommended. Great story and awesome setting.
As with all choose-your-own-adventure-style books, characterization is a little lacking. It's hard to make characters
interesting when you're not sure how the player will be interacting with them. But while most of the characters are a
little tropey (annoying, arrogant rival; upbeat, snarky sidekick; supportive, mysterious boss; etc.), they're still
entertaining, and the Dystopian Cyberpunk world is done very well. I'd like to see some sort of internet analogue in a
sequel, but that's the result of wanting more, not feeling that the story was missing something.
The one real problem I have with this story is one that I have with most Choice of Games products--no asexual option.
Yes, you can turn down romance and such (after identifying as straight, gay, or bisexual), but when you do, it feels a lot
like you're missing out on content. Wouldn't normally complain about this, as this game is still far ahead of most of the
industry, but the dev makes a big deal about being inclusive, so I feel like making noise might be worth doing.
So, basic information:
Pros:
-Cyberpunk
-Noire
Glory v. goodness morality system (you'll be familiar with it, to an extent, if you've played anything in the Heroes Rise
series)
-Cool glowing eyes
-Gender\/sexual inclusivity
-Robot bits
-Exiled science vikings, maybe?
Cons:
-No dragons
-No magic
-No weird internet \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
So yeah buy it.
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